Britannica Email Lead Capture Test
TESTING THE COLLECTION OF EMAIL LEADS AS PART OF THE SIGNUP
PROCESS TO RE -CAPTURE ABANDONED REGISTRATIONS.
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The primary objective in using follow-up
recovery emails is to increase conversion
and net revenue per unique visitor to
Britannica Online subscription product
with little to no cost.
These emails will help:
• Re-capture orders from customers
that would typically not come back
and purchase.
• Improve customer service for
Britannica Online by helping a
customer complete their trial.
• Save money by re-capturing
customers that did not complete
instead of paying for new customers.
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The basket recovery process typically
includes a set of 2 to 3 emails that are
from “customer service.” This test
employs a sequence of two follow-up
communications to start.
• A follow-up customer service email 1hour after someone’s email address is
captured and they have not
completed the free trial sign-up
process.
• A second follow-up email 24 hrs after
the first email is sent as a “final
attempt” to contact them to help
complete their free trial request.
These pure text emails are used to deemphasize a pitch, ad, or offer. If it looks
like you are trying to “sell” them
something, your conversion and clickthrough will decrease in almost every
instance.
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1 The special note at the top clarifies “why” the

customer is receiving the message.
2 Referencing specific customer information as soon as

possible eliminates any perception of spam and reassures
the customer that they had a previous purchasing
experience.
3 Provide specific information “why” they should try this time

when they did not continue after the first trial attempt.

Immediately state this is the last attempt.
We have de-emphasized the “Special Offer” which
references a “sale/purchase” and emphasized
“Activation” of their account. This reduces
customer anxiety about providing personal
information because they have had a previous
experience with the cart.
The P.S. creates a sense or urgency referencing to
specific actions.
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Email Lead Capture Test Results
Control

Test
Test Results
• 53% less CTA clicks
• 11% more FT per Unique Visitor
• 4% more Paid Subs per Unique Visitor
• 10,932 email leads
• 7 orders recovered with 1hr email
• 3 orders recovered with 24hr email
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